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done in a day
Kathy Hodge of Sage Design pulls together a room in a flash using pieces sourced
from the mecca of vintage furnishings—Stamford’s Antique & Artisan Center.
The result? A room that looks like it came together over time.
b y n a t h a n t a v a r e s    p h o t o g r a p h s w i l l i e c o l e
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athy Hodge loves a challenge. “I’m a bit of an overachiever,” she admits with a laugh. So,
this project—designing a living room in just one day—was right up her alley. No time for
hemming and hawing. Just design, inspiration, and the surprising freedom that comes

with a make-or-break deadline.
Her starting point (below) was a blank canvas. The architecture of the room—always her first
hurdle—was already rock-solid, with symmetrical windows and two entryways. “What also set up
the room is the dark-light contrast of the chocolate brown walls and light furniture,” she says. Add
two soft white couches by the fireplace, and Kathy had the perfect starting block to sprint from.
She just needed to let her imagination run wild.
For a timeless look, Kathy knew that vintage pieces had to take center stage. “I’m reluctant to
do a space with totally new pieces,” Kathy says. “You’re not deepening the room. Everything feels
surface-level.” A single trip to the Antique & Artisan Center in Stamford was all it took to find
her treasures. “There’s so much good stuff there, I could’ve easily done a whole house,” she says.
Following her gut instincts (and inspired by some killer striped chairs), Kathy created a layered,
curated space. With a mix of eras and finishes, the room feels like it was added to over time,
instead of in a dash to the finish line.
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taking the plunge
Love at first sight came in the form of these punchy,
awning-striped chairs. “I saw these chairs and thought,
‘I got it!’” Kathy says. From there, the inspiration for the
whole room blossomed. If these chairs were a yawn, the
rest of the room would fall flat. Here’s proof that when you
see something you love, you just need to commit.

lighten up
“I wanted a softer version of black and white to balance
out the chairs,” Kathy says. Enter these mid-century
Murano lamps with black shades. Their brass bases have
that perfect patina that’s missing from factory-fresh
fixtures. Twin brass-edged tables from the 1940s, outfitted
with new mirrored tops, bring on the sparkle.  

on the wall
Five pieces of art and one etched Venetian mirror (see
next spread for more info) add another layer of texture to
the room. Originally, Kathy hung two smaller pieces behind
the couch. “To look between these two strong lamps and
see two little paintings just didn’t work,” Kathy says. This
Joan Griswold piece from her own collection holds its own
against the lamps and echoes the room’s palette.    

accessorize
A mercury glass bowl and potted plant top the table.
The black-and-white spotted Brunschwig & Fils
Les Touches and the Jim Thomson Thai silk pillows
elevate the design from neutral to showstopping. “I love
that yellow,” Kathy says. “It’s so clean. But that accent
really could’ve been any color. We could’ve done pink or
blue. That’s what I like about good rooms. Even though
there’s so much going on, it’s still neutral.“
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circle of life
Every room needs a little
green. “These trees bring
the room full circle,” Kathy
says. “It’s breathing, it’s
alive. There’s a different
texture and feel.” The wide
ficus fig leaves and the
sunshine-yellow French
tulips give the room life.
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all in the details
Up close, these Murano
glass lamps sing. Check
out the clear circles afloat
in the opaque glass. “I
ended up buying these
lamps!” Kathy admits.
“The sunlight coming in
the window and through
the glass is really cool.”
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pillow talk
“The Brunschwig & Fils
Les Touches is one of
the most classic, revered
fabrics in all of decorating.
You can go back to the
‘40s and see entire rooms
done in this fabric,” Kathy
says. This mix of eras
makes for a timeless room.
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game of thrones
“I notice that men don’t
like sitting where there’s
no arms,” Kathy says. The
chairs and open table legs
let men add to fireside
chats without feeling
hemmed in. Art from the
Center brings cool tones
to the chocolate walls.   
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mirror, mirror
Reflective surfaces like
the nickel shade of the
1940s floor lamp brighten
the room. “It’s so classic
to place a mirror over
a mantel,” says Kathy.
The frame of this vintage
Venetian beauty brims
with glass appliques.
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resource
the antique &
artisan center
69 Jefferson Street,
Stamford, 203-327-6022;
stamfordantiques.com
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